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0. INTRODUCTION 
IN THIS paper, we prove a number of results which help describe the hypercohomology of 
general Milnor fibres with coefficients in bounded, constructible complexes of sheaves. The 
principal goal of all of these results is to provide a means of algebraically calculating some 
pieces of data typically associated with a complex analytic singularity: the cohomology 
groups of the Milnor fibre of a function, the cohomology of the complex link of a space at 
a point, and the characteristic ycle of a complex of sheaves. Some of these results have 
appeared in substantially weaker forms in our earlier paper [35]. 
The results of this paper fall into three main categories: 
If X is an analytic space, F’ is a bounded, constructible complex of sheaves on X, and 
f: X + @ is a complex analytic function with a stratified isolated critical point at x E X, then 
we will show in Section 3 that the relative hypercohomology, with coefficients in F’, of 
a small ball around x modulo the Milnor fibre off at x breaks up as a direct sum of powers 
of the hypercohomology of the normal data to each of the strata. With constant coefficients, 
this is closely related to a result of L& in [23], Tibgr in [40], and, when X itself also has an 
isolated singular point at the origin, of Siersma in [38]; however, these three papers provide 
no method for determining how many times each stratum contributes to the direct sum. 
Our main result on this problem is the explicit calculation of the exponents that occur in 
this direct sum (Theorem 3.2). One implication of this calculation is that it allows one to 
specify algebraic data which implies the constancy of the stalk cohomology of the sheaf of 
vanishing cycles in a family of generalized isolated singularities (see Section 6 for a dis- 
cussion of this and related problems). 
Secondly, in Section 4, we examine the general case where the function f: X + @ has 
a stratified critical locus of arbitrary dimension; here, the description of the hypercohomol- 
ogy of the Milnor fibre becomes more difficult. We study the Milnor fibre of such an f by 
modding-out by a sufficiently generic hypersurface slice. We prove that, if g: X + @ is 
a second function which meets the hypersurface V(f) “nicely”, then the relative hyper- 
cohomology of the Milnor fibre off modulo the Milnor fibre of flvcB, breaks up as a direct 
sum of powers of the hypercohomology of the normal data to each of the strata of 
X (Theorem 4.2tthis is reminiscent of the isolated critical point case. Moreover, we can 
once again explicitly describe the exponents that occur in this direct sum. 
As a corollary of our calculations, in Example 5.3, we recover and generalize the formula 
of LE and Greuel (see [13, 17, 211 and [28, 5.11.a]) for the Milnor number of isolated 
complete intersections. 
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Finally, at the end of Section 4, we apply the results described above to calculate the 
cohomology of the complex link of a complex analytic space and, more generally, to obtain 
an inductive method for calculating the characteristic ycle of an arbitrary complex of 
sheaves (Corollary 4.6). 
In example 5.6, we give a specific example of such a calculation: we start with a codimen- 
sion 2 complete intersection V(f, g) in h4 : = C4, one which has a one-dimensional singular 
set, and then we calculate the characteristic ycles of the constant sheaf @t(f,s,, the sheaf of 
vanishing cycles +s@;cf), and of the iterated nearby and vanishing cycles +,$$;ii. The 
multiplicities occurring in these characteristic ycles provide important numerical informa- 
tion about the singularity; in particular, they generalize the data given by the Milnor 
number of an isolated singularity. 
We need to use hypercohomology in this paper in order to deal with iterated nearby and 
vanishing cycles. The generality of using complexes of sheaves as coe~cients actually 
simplifies some of the proofs, and in no instance does it lead to any added difficulty. 
Furthermore, using hypercohomology lets us deal with the important case of intersection 
cohomology coefficients. 
1. BACKGROUND MATERlAL 
In this section, we wish to go over the necessary background information on a number 
of topics, and we wish to fix some notation. Of course, even for those topics which we cover 
here, our treatment is necessarily cursory. References for analytic stratifications, including 
Whitney stratifications, are [12, 16, 27, 391. References for good and Thorn stratifications 
are [14, 33, 361. References for the relative polar curve are [17, 18, 391. References for the 
characteristic ycle are [6, 9, 16, 24, 301. 
Unfortunately, in so short a paper, it is not possible to give any of the necessary 
background information on constructible complexes of sheaves, perverse sheaves, and the 
neighbouring and vanishing cycles. References for these topics include [2, 5, 7, 11, 16, 221. 
Throughout this paper, we will be interested in the following situation: X will be 
a reduced s-dimensional complex analytic space contained in some open subset Q E CN (we 
are not assuming that X is pure-dimensional). We are primarily interested in the germ of 
X at some point so, for convenience, we frequently assume that the origin is in X. We write 
CX for the singular set of X. 
Let f:(X,O) + (C, 0) be an analytic map (or, a map germ). We often write V(f) for 
f- ‘(0). If X is a manifold, then we write Zf for the critical locus off: 
We recall a number of definitions. 
Dejinition 1.1. A (complex analytic) strati$cution of X is a locally finite decomposition of 
X into complex analytic submanifolds (the strata) such that the closure of each stratum is 
complex analytic and a union of strata (the ~0~~~~~~~ of the ~~~~ie~). See [12,36], Unless we 
explicitly state otherwise, all stratifications in this paper are assumed to be complex 
analytic. 
A ~e~~e~e~~ of a strati~cation Y of X is a stratification @ of X such that each stratum of 
Y is a union of strata of 5% 
A Whitney stratiJication is a stratification of X which satisfies Whitney’s conditions 
A and B (again, see [12,36]). When we use this term in this paper, we will also require that 
the strata are connected, so that the topology along the strata is not just locally constant, 
but actually constant. 
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For any stratification, Y, of X and for any PE S,EY, we define a degenerate tangent 
plane of Y at p to be an element, y, of some Grassmanian which occurs as a limit of tangent 
planes from a higher-dimensional stratum at p, i.e. r = lim,, Tpi S,, where S, # S,, pi ES,, 
and pi -+ p (see [ 121 f. This notion is particularly interesting when the stratification satisfies 
Whitney’s condition A, for then if p E S, E Y and r is a degenerate tangent plane of Y at p, 
it follows that TpSB c y. 
A degenerate covector of Y at a point p E X is a covector which vanishes on a degenerate 
tangent plane of Y at p, i.e. an element q of Tp*%! such that there exists a degenerate tangent 
plane, r, of Y at p such that q(y) = 0. Letting T,$@ denote the conormal bundle to S, in 
%, q being a degenerate covector of Y at p is equivalent o (p, q) being in the closure of some 
Tg*% where p 4 S,. 
Given two strata, S, and S,, of a stratification of X, the pair (S,, SB) is said to satisfy the 
Thorn condition with respect to f (or the aS condition) at a point p E S, provided that the 
differential df has constant rank on S, and, for any sequence of points pi E S, such that pi + p 
and ker d,,,.fls. converges to some 9 in the appropriate Grassmanian, we have 
ker d,,f/s, c F (see [12, 14, 36-j). (S,, SB) satisfies the Thorn condition with respect to f 
provided that df has constant rank on S, and (S,, S,) satisfies the Thorn condition with 
respect o f at each point p E S,. 
A Thorn stratification of X with respect o f is a Whitney stratification of X in which 
each pair of strata satisfies the Thorn condition. As our map f has codomain @, the 
existence of Thorn stratifications is guaranteed by [15]. 
Suppose that Q? is a locally finite collection of analytic subsets of X. Then, we say that 
a stratification of X is adapted to %? provided that each element of %? is a union of strata. In 
particular, to say that a stratification is adapted to the origin merely means that the origin is 
a stratum. 
By [12, 1.71, given a stratification, 9, of X and a locally finite collection of analytic 
subsets, %?, one can refine Y to obtain a Whitney stratification of X which is adapted to V. 
A good stratijication of X relative to f is a stratification, Y, of X which is adapted to 
V(f) such that {S,ESPI&$ V(f)} is a Whitney stratification of X - V(f) and such that for 
any pair of strata (S,, S,) such that S,$ V(f) and S, c V(j), the Thorn condition is 
satisfied. In our setting this is equivalent o: if p E S, E V(f) and pi E S, $ V(f) are such that 
P: + P and Tpi FUls. -fls,(Pi)) converges to some 9, then TpSB c 9; note that this implies 
that the pair (S,, S,) must satisfy Whitney’s condition A. In a good stratification, we call the 
strata which comprise V(f) the good strata. 
This notion of a good stratification is a generalization of the notion defined in [14]. 
Good stratifications always exist, since we may take a Thorn strati~cation adapted to V(f). 
Note that any refinement of a good stratification which refines only the good strata is again 
a good stratification. 
Given any analytic stratification, Y = {S,), of X, we define the following: 
~e~~itio~ 1.2. The critical locus off relative to 9, C,f; is the union of the critical loci of 
f restricted to each of the strata, i.e. Z,f = u.C( f Is.). It is a trivial exercise to show that 
Z,Vf is closed if Y satisfies Whitney’s condition A. 
A critical point off relative to 9’ is a point p~Z,~f: If the stratification Y is clear, we 
refer to the elements of C,f simply as stratified critical points off: Naturally, we refer to the 
image under f of stratified critical points as strati~ed critiea~ values. 
If p is an isolated point of Z.,f, we call p a stratified isolated critical point off (with 
respect o <!?p). 
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If Y is a Whitney stratification of X and f: (X, p) -+ (C, 0) has a stratified isolated critical 
point at p, then it is trivial to show that 
is a good stratification for f in a neighbourhood of p; we call this stratification the good 
statijcation induced by f at p. 
A critical point, p, off relative to Y is a decent critical point off relative to Y provided 
that f has analytic extension, 3 to an open neighbourhood of p in @ such that dTp is not 
a degenerate covector to Y at p (this is independent of the extension; see [12]). We call 
a critical point which is not decent wicked. (Of course, we would rather use the terms 
non-degenerate and degenerate in place of decent and wicked, but these terms are already 
taken. See below.) The point of this definition is that when one perturbs f slightly, a decent 
critical point, p, off relative to Y will “split” into new critical points which are all contained 
in the same stratum as p-that is, no new critical points will appear near p on larger- 
dimensional strata. 
If Lf is a Whitney stratification, then a critical point ptz SE Y of f relative to Y is 
non-degenerate if and only if p is a decent critical point of f and f Js has a complex 
non-degenerate singularity at p (i.e. the complex Hessian off 1s is non-singular at Pthis 
condition is vacuous if p is a point-stratum). Non-degenerate critical points are necessarily 
isolated. 
It is fundamental that 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Given an analytic map f: X -+ C, a stratijication Y of X, and a point 
p Ef -l(O), there exists a neighbourhood of p in which C,,, f c f - ’ (0). 
ProoJ This is an easy application of the analytic curve selection lemma (see [28, 373). 
Suppose to the contrary that we had an infinite sequence of points 
PiEC9f -f-‘(O) 
such that Pi + p. As Y is locally finite, there must be some stratum S, which itself contains 
an infinite number of these points; so, assume that PiESa. Thus, p is in the closure of the 
semi-analytic set C(f Is,) -f-‘(O). 
Hence, by the curve selection lemma, there exists a real analytic curve, c(u) such that 
c(0) = p and c(u)EC(f Is.) -f- ‘(0) for u # 0, i.e. d(f Is,)(c(u)) is identically zero. Thus, 
f (c(u)) is a constant, and this constant must be zero since c(0) = p and f(p) = 0. Therefore, 
f (c(u)) is identically zero-a contradiction as c(u) $f- ‘(0) for u # 0. 0 
Definition 1.4. Given an analytic map f: X -+ @ and a point p of - ’ (0) the Milnor jiber 
off at p, F’,P, is deeed to be the (homeomorphism-type of the) space obtained by taking 
a small open ball, B,(p), in CN, centred at p, intersecting with X, and intersecting with 
f-‘(t), where 0 < I<1 < E, i.e. 
FJ,p:= &(p)nXnf_‘(5). 
This is independent of all choices made. If we are only interested in the homotopy-type of 
the Milnor fibre, we may use the closed ball in the definition (See [lo, 12, 203). 
By Proposition 1.3, if X has a given stratification Y = {S,}, then the Milnor fibre has an 
induced stratijication given by Ff,,nY : = (Ff,,nS,}. Moreover, if the strata of Y which are 
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not contained in V(f) satisfy the Whitney conditions, then this induced stratification on the 
Milnor fibre is a Whitney stratification; in particular, this will be the case if 9’ is a good 
stratification of X relative to f: 
If PE X and L is a generic linear form, then the Milnor fibre of L - L(p) at p is the 
complex link of X at p, which we denote by f~x,~. The homotopy-type of this space is an 
analytic invariant of the germ (X, p) (see [26]). By [12], if we take any Whitney stratifica- 
tion, 9, of X and take any analytic function f: X -+ @ which has p as a non-degenerate 
critical point relative to 9, then the Milnor fibre of f-f(p) has the homotypy-type of the 
complex link. 
We must now give a number of definitions from [12]. We give these definitions only in 
our complex analytic setting; this is the setting of Part II of [12]. 
Dejinition 1.5. Let Y be a Whitney stratification of X G %. (Recall that !& is an open 
subset of some affine space.) 
Let p E X be a decent, stratified isolated critical point of an analytic map f: X + C. Then, 
for all non-zero complex w, p is a non-depraved critical point of the real analytic function 
If-f(p) - WI* in the sense of [12], and has well-defined local Morse data which is 
independent of w; up to homotopy, this local Morse data is given by the pair 
(B,(P), &(p)nf ’ (0)) = (b,(p), &(p)nf-‘(t9) 
where 0 < (u -f(p)1 + E < 1 and 2~ denotes homotopy-equivalence. We define the local 
Morse data off at p to be the homotopy-type of the pair (B,(p), B,(p)nf-l(u)). This is the 
same homotopy-type as the local Morse data at p of the real analytic function ReJ: 
Let PES,E Y. Let N’ be a complex analytic subset of %! which transversely intersects 
S, in the single point p. Then, N : = N’ n X is a normal slice of X at p and, in a neighbour- 
hood of p, there is an induced Whitney stratification of N given by 
{S,n N’IS,EP’}; 
note that p will be a point-stratum in this induced stratification. 
Let S, E Y. For any p E S, and for any normal slice, N, to X at p, we define the (complex) 
link of S, to be the stratified homeomorphism-type of the complex link of N at p; this is 
independent of all choices made. We denote the link of S, by either L, or, simply, L,. Bear in 
mind that this means that we now have two notations for the complex link at a point: 
O_x,p when no stratification has been specified, and [I,, when we have a fixed stratification in 
which we assume that p is a point-stratum. 
Note that if S, is a top-dimensional stratum of X, then a normal slice to S, will locally 
consist of a single point and, hence, [L, will be empty. 
We define the normal data to S, E Y to be the local Morse data at p E S, of any complex 
analytic function germ on a normal slice to S, at p, f: N + @, which has p as a decent, 
stratified isolated critical point. Again, this is independent of all the choices made. By 
Corollary 1 of [12,11.2.4], the normal data to S, is given by taking the cone on the link of 
S, modulo the link of S,, i.e. the normal data is given by (c( [L,), %,). (Here, by convention, we 
set the cone on the empty set to be a single point.) 
Definition 1.6. Suppose that we are given two maps f: X --f C and g :X + C. Define the 
map Q, : = (f, g) : X -+ C2. If Y is an analytic subset of X, we define Tf,e(Y ) to be the closure 
in X of the critical locus of Qlr-Zr_v(fJ. This is called the relative polar variety of Y with 
respect to f and g. 
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This is a mild generalization of the notion defined by L& and Teissier; see 118, 26, 391. 
Normally, one makes this definition only if g is linear or, after an analytic change of 
coordinates, if g does not have a critical point at the origin. We will concentrate most of our 
attention on the case where g has a stratified isolated singularity. Note the asymmetry in 
this definition: T,,J Y ) is allowed to have components in V(g), but not in V(j). 
Given a stratification, ,4”, of X, for each S,E ,4p, T/,&S,) is thus the closure of 
crit(Qls,_Vff,). The union U,r,,(S,) is called the relatiue polar variety off and g with 
respect to Y, and we denote it by rf,&sP) (or, simply, r,., if the stratification is clear); see 
[19]. Note that if S, c V(f), then r,,,(S,) = 8. 
We define the symmetric relative polar variety of Y with respect to f and g, Ff,,( Y ), to be 
the closure in X of the critical locus of @ly_xr_Yffj_VCgf. This is easily seen to be equal to 
the closure in X of r,,,( Y ) - V(g), i.e. the union of the components of r,,( Y ) which are 
not contained in V(g). Naturally, we also define the symmetric relative polar variety off and 
g with respect to Y, z,,,(y), to be the union UdlFj,g(Sg). We use the term “symmetric” since 
we obviously have I’,,,( Y ) = l?& Y ). 
In the special case where f and g are such that K’,,,(y) (resp. rf,,(y) is one- 
dimensional, we naturally refer to the (resp. symmetric) polar variety as the (resp. symmetric) 
polar curve and emphasize the fact that it is one-dimensional by writing r$,g(c4P) (resp. 
Fj.#F)). In this case, we also wish to give the (resp. symmetric~ polar curve the structure of 
a cycle (actually, a cycle germ at the origin), so we must attach some multiplicity to each 
component of this curve. 
To do this, for each (one-dimensional) component, v, of rj,g(y) (resp. F+,g(y)), let 
S, denote the stratum which contains v - 0 near the origin. If S, is itself one-dimensional, 
we assign the multiplicity 1 to v (that is, we consider v with its reduced structure). Now, to 
each v for which S,, is not one-dimensional, we assign the multiplicity given by the Milnor 
number of the map g restricted to S, n V(f-f(p)) at any point p E v - 0 sufficiently close to 
the origin. Note that S,,n V(f--f(p)) . IS a manifold at p by Proposition 1.3, and that 
g restricted to this set has an isolated critical point at p since v is one-dimensional. 
As it will always be clear whether we are considering the (resp. symmetric) polar curve as 
a set or a cycle, we introduce no new notation for this cycle. 
Remark 1.7. In the above definition of the cycle structure on the symmetric polar curve, 
to each component, v, of the symmetric polar curve for which S, is not one-dimensional, we 
assign the multiplicity given by the Milnor number of the map g restricted to 
S,n V(f-f(p)) at any point pf v - 0 sufficiently close to the origin. Because both 
V(g - g(p)) and V(f-f(p)) transversely intersect f$,9 at such a point p, it is easy to show 
that this Milnor number ~p(gls,nvcf-Scp,,) is also equal to ~p(f~sVnV~y_g~p~~). This number is 
also the multiplicity at p of the subscheme of S, given in the following manner: let ~a, . . . , uk 
be local coordinates for S, at p. Suppose afldua # 0 at p. Then, ~g/~~~ # 0 at p and fj,, is 
defined as a subscheme of S, at p by 
Without assuming that some particular partial derivative is non-zero, this subscheme is
given by 
V 
au 9) 
ah, uj*) 
:O<jl <jz<k 
1 
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where a(f, g)/a(Uj,, Uj2) denotes 
af 89 af ag -- 
auj, LJuj2 - aui, auj,’ 
a 2 x 2 minor of the Jacobian matrix of the map (f, g). 
We can remove the reference to the local coordinates. Let S, be a k + l-dimensional 
stratum which is defined, with its reduced structure, at p by the vanishing of hi, . . . , h, in CN. 
Let Ji(hi, . . . . h,,f, g) denote the ideal in 0,” generated by the i x i minors of the Jacobian 
matrix of the map (hi, . . . , h,,f, g). Then, the above subscheme is defined as a subscheme of 
CN by 
V(h 1, . . ..hr.J~-k+i(hi, . . ..h.,f,s)) 
i.e. the subscheme of 0: defined at p by the vanishing of hi, . . . , h, and the 
(N - k + 1) x (N - k + 1) minors of the Jacobian matrix of the map (h,, . . . , h,,f; g). 
This is the critical space of the map (f, g)ls. at p, and it is independent of the choice of the 
defining equations hi; see [28, 4.A]. It is important to note that we are not assuming that 
h 1, . . . , hl are a minimal set of defining functions for S, at p. 
Example 1.8. Consider, for example, X : = V(h) E C3, where h = x2 + y2 + z2, and let 
f= x3 and g = y. Then, at points not contained in V(f) or V(g), f:,,(X) is defined by the 
vanishing of h and the determinant of the matrix 
So, f;+,(X) is defined by starting with the cycle 
V(6x2z, x2 + y2 + z2) + 2V(x, y2 + z2) + V(z, x2 + y2) 
and discarding those components which are contained in V(f) or V(g). Hence, as cycles, 
F;,,(x) = V(z, x2 + y’). 
Example 1.9. Let us now consider the above example with a slightly altered f: Let 
X = V(h) 5 C3, where h = x2 + y2 + z2, and let f = x3 + yz and g = y. Then, at points not 
contained in V(f) or V(g), f+,,(X) is defined by the vanishing of h and the determinant of 
the matrix 
2x 2y 22 
i i 
3x2 z y . 
0 1 0 
So, f;,,(X) is defined by starting with the cycle 
V(6x2z - 2xy, x2 + y2 + z2) = V(x, y2 + z2) + V(3xz - y, x2 + y2 + z2) 
and discarding those components which are contained in V(f) or V(g); however, a quick 
check reveals that there are no components contained in V(f) or V(g). Hence, as cycles, 
&(X) = V(x, y2 + z2) + V(3xz - y, x2 + y2 + z”). 
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We now wish to give some conditions under which the polar variety of f and g is 
one-dimensional. 
Definition 1.10. Let Y be a good stratification of X relative to a function 
f: (X, 0) + (C, 0). We say that g :(X, 0) + (C, 0) is prepolar with respect o 9’ at the origin if 
and only if the origin is a stratified isolated critical point, i.e. 0 is an isolated point of C,g. 
By Proposition 1.3, this is equivalent o: for any analytic extension, & of g to an open 
neighbourhood of the origin in CN, XnCi is empty or has the origin as an isolated point 
and V(g) transversely intersects each stratum of ,Y in a neighbourhood of the origin, except 
perhaps at the origin itself. 
Note that for a fixed good stratification, Y, for J the collection of linear forms which are 
prepolar with respect o Y will be generic. 
We say simply that g is prepolar with respect to f provided that there exists a good 
stratification of X relative to S with respect o which g is prepolar. Note that this definition 
is extremely anti-symmetric-while V(g) meets V(f) in a nice way, V(f) may have 
arbitrarily bad singularities when restricted to V(g). 
A function g : (X, 0) + (62, 0) is tractable at the origin with respect o a good strati~catio~ 
Y ofX reiutiz;e to f: (X, 0) --, (C, 0) if and only if dim, F:,,(Y) < 1 and, for all good strata S, 
(i.e. S, such that S,E Y and S, c V(f)), gjs, has no critical points in a neighbourhood of the 
origin except perhaps at the origin itself. 
We say simply that g : (X, 0) -+ (C, 0) is tractable at the origin with respect o f if there 
exists a good stratification Y’ for X such that g is tractable with respect o Y. 
We wish to show that prepolarity implies tractability; first we need: 
LEMMA 1.11. Suppose that Y is a good stratification of X for f at the origin, and that g is 
p~epu~ar with respect o 9’ at the origin. Then, in a neighbou~hood of the origin, for all S, E Y, 
rf,,(S,) - v(f) c: U cW.6 s)lss. 
S#C& 
Proqfi Let pc Tf,s(Sa) - V(f), and let S, c: x denote the stratum containing p. Then, 
there exists a sequence pi + p with pi E crit(f, g)ls, - V(S). We wish to show that this implies 
that P~_cN.~, sfls,. 
Letfand i denote extensions off and g, respectively, to an open neighbourhood of p in 
42. By Proposition 1.3, 7”V(fIsB -fis,(p)) exists and is equal to 7”V(J-f(p))n T’,S,; we 
will show that this is contained in T’V(g” - g(p)). 
Since pi # V(f), it follows from Proposition 1.3 that Tpi V(f”-~((Pi)) exists (for i sufE- 
ciently large), and that 
T~iV(flS -SlS,(Pi)) = Ibi v(f”-.7tPi))n Tp,sct. 
Since p# V(f), TPi lf(J-T(pi)) --+ ~~~(~-~(p)). Using Proposition 1.3 again and the fact 
that g is prepolar, TPr V( @ - $( pi)) exists and approaches Tp V(g - G(p)). As pi f crit(f, g) Is., 
T,, RF--_F(pi))n r,J, s T,v(g - g(p)). 
By taking a subsequence, if necessary, we may assume that ‘I&S, approaches ome limit, 
say 9. As Y is a good stratification, the strata that comprise X - V(f) satisfy Whitney’s 
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condition A, and so TpSp 5 5. Therefore, 
~J(S-f”(P))n TPSP E V-(G - g”(P)) 
and we are finished. 0 
PROPOSITION 1.12. Suppose that Y is a good sfyuti~catiQn of X fur f at the origin, and 
that g is pre~o~ar with respect o Y at the origin. Then, ~im~~(g)n I-,+,(Y) < 0 (where < 0 
in~i~ates an eFn~ty germ at the origin). Hence, rf.$(9’) = Tf.,(.Y) and each of these sets is 
either one-dimensional or empty at the origin. In p~~tic~l~r, g is tractable with respect o 
Y relative to j: 
Proof: Let S,EY. We will first show that V(g)nr,,,(S,) c V(f) near the origin. 
Suppose not. Then, 0 is in the closure of V(g) n T,,,(S,) - V(j). Applying Lemma 1.11 and 
the curve selection lemma, there would exist a stratum S, G ?$ and a real analytic curve c(u) 
with c(0) = 0 and 
for u # 0. As c(u)$ V(f), Proposition 1.3 tells us that c(~)#C(f/~~). Also, as g is prepolar, 
c(u) cf Cfgl,,,). Therefore, since c(u) E crit(S, g)lss, along c(u), dgis, must be a non-zero scalar 
multiple of dfIs,. But, g@(u)) = 0 and so, applying the chain rule, we find that f(c(u)) z 0; 
a contradiction. Thus, V(g)n Tf,,(S,) c V( f ). 
Now, we shall prove the proposition. Suppose dim, V(g)n lTf,,(9’) 2 1. Let i denote an 
extension of g to an open neighbourhood of the origin in CN. Let p E V(g) n Tf,,(S,) - 0 be 
close to the origin. By the above, PE V(f) an so must be contained in some stratum d 
S, c. V(f). As g is prepolar, 2 := ?-,V(g”) exists and 2 + TPSB = C”. 
As pErf,#Jn V(f) and since T,,,(S,) - V(f) = Ts,,(&), there exists a sequence of 
points pie r,,(S,) - E’(f) such that pi -+ p. By taking a subsequence, we may assume that 
all Pi are contained in a single stratum S, c x, that TP, F’(fls, -f(pi)) -+ F (we may assume 
this by Proposition 1.3), and that Tpi V(G - @(pi)) + 3. 
By the good condition, TPSp c: F. However, as pie F,f,,(S,) - V(f), by Lemma 1.11 
T’,v(f Is; -f(Pi)) = TpIf’(G - G(Pi))nT,,S, 
and so Y c 2. This is a contradiction, since TpSa c 9 c 5 and ‘3: + ;r,S, = CN. 
Note that this implies that, given f and a good stratification Y, there is a generic set of 
linear forms, L, such that L is tractable with respect o Y relative to f: 
We now need to define a relative non-degeneracy condition between two functions. 
While the condition that we define is not particularly easy to verify in general, it is trivially 
satisfied in the case where the space X has an isolated singularity. 
Dejinition 1.13. For any analytic stratification, Y, of X and any f: (X, 0) -+ (C, 0), we say 
that g is decent with respect o Y relative to f provided that all critical points of g restricted 
to Fs.0 - V(g) are decent with respect o the induced stratification on Ff,O (more precisely, if 
there exists an open neighbourhood, 42, of 0 such that, for all 5 sufficiently small, # 0, g has 
no wicked critical points when restricted to 42 AX nf- ‘(r) - V(g) with its induced stratifi- 
cation). Note that this condition is automatic if Y has only one stratum not contained in 
kV%J V(g)* 
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PROPOSITION 1.14. Let 9’ be a good stratification of X for f at the origin. Then, for 
a generic choice of linear forms, L, L is decent with respect o Y relative to f and, moreover, 
f is decent with respect to 9’ relative L. 
Proof: We shall prove simultaneously that both conditions hold; we proceed a stratum 
at a time. 
Let S, be a stratum not contained in V( f ). Let DS, be the subset of S, x GN_ l(@N) 
defined by 
DS, = {(p, H) E S, x GN- I (C”) 1 H = the kernel of a degenerate covector at p}. 
By [12, 1.81, the dimension of DS, < N - 2. 
Let 7 be an extension of f to an open neighbourhood of the origin in CN. By 
Proposition 1.3, we may define a map II/ : DS, + S, x GN_2(CN) by 
rl/(p, H) = (P, Hn T,f”-%P)). 
Then, dim im II/ 6 N - 2, and so the fibre over the origin, (im $)0, has dimension < N - 3. 
We now wish to show that, for a generic linear form L, the kernel of L does not contain 
any element of (im Il/lO; for such an L clearly satisfies both non-degeneracy conditions. Let 
W:= {(K,H)E(imll/),XGN_l(@N)IK G H} 
and let x1 and n2 denote the projections onto the first and second factors, respectively. 
Then, the dimension of the fibres of x1 is always 1, and thus dim W d N - 2. Therefore, the 
dimension of the closure of the image of n2 is 6 N - 2, and we are finished. 0 
We must now assume that the reader is familar with the basic results on the derived 
category, perverse sheaves, and on the sheaves of neighbouring cycles and vanishing cycles 
as described in [2, 5, 7, 10, 16, 221. We shall also use some results from stratified Morse 
theory with coefficients in a complex of sheaves; these results are summarized in [12, II.B.A]. 
Definition 1.15. We let F’ denote a bounded, constructible complex of sheaves of 
E-modules. If p is a perverse sheaf on the s-dimensional space X, then its non-zero 
cohomology groups lie in non-positive dimensions. For many of our purposes, it will be 
more convenient o shift the complex so that the cohomology is in non-negative dimensions. 
Hence, we define F’ on X to be positively perverse if and only if F’[s] is perverse on X. 
For instance, if X is a connected local complete intersection, then the constant sheaf Zfx 
is positively perverse on X (see [20]). 
Note that if X is not pure-dimensional, then the notion of positively perverse does not 
localize well. 
If f: X + @ is an analytic map and F’ is a bounded, constructible complex on X, then we 
denote the sheaves of neighbouring and vanishing cycles of F along f by t+bfF’ and c$~F’, 
respectively. 
We will need the following basic, well-known results. 
PROPOSITION 1.16. (See [2, 5, 16, 231.) Let Y be a Whitney stratijcation of an s- 
dimensional complex space X, and let F’ be a bounded complex on X which is constructible 
with respect to 9. Suppose we have f :(X, 0) + (C, 0). Then, the cohomology sheaves 
H*(c$,F’) are supported only on C,f: 
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Moreover, {f F’ is positively perverse and dim Xn V(f) = s - 1, then +fF’ is positively 
perverse on Xn V(f) (with no shifts) and H’(4,-F’) is supported only for those i such that 
s - 1 - dim Z:,f< i d s - 1. 
In particular, if dim0 & f = 0 and F’ is positively perverse, then Hi(4fF’), is (possibly) 
non-zero only in dimension s - 1. 
PROPOSITION 1.17. (See [12, 11.6.A].) Let Y = {S,} b e a Whitney stratijcation (with 
connected strata) of the s-dimensional space X, let F’ be a bounded complex of Z-modules 
which is constructible with respect to Y, and let p E S, E 9’. 
If f: X -+ C is any analytic function which has p as a non-degenerate critical point, then 
the hypercohomology of the local Morse data off at p is isomorphic to the shifted hyper- 
cohomology of the normal Morse data to S,, i.e. for all i, 
W@,(p), b,(p)nf-‘(v); F’) z Wi-d=(c(h,), IL,; F’), 
where d, = dims, and 0 < (v -f(p)1 <E -4 1 
Definition 1.18. Let Y = {S,} be a Whitney stratification (with connected strata) of the 
s-dimensional space X, let F’ be a bounded complex of Z-modulus which is constructible 
with respect to 9, and let p E S, E Y. 
The characteristic cycle, Ch(F’), of F’ in the conormal bundle over %, T*@, is the linear 
combination xama( F’) T: %, where T&e denotes the closure of the conormal bundle to S, 
in T*% and the m,(F’) are integers given by 
m,(F’) := (- 1)“-‘~(4~~F’), = (- lYd*-1~(4~fiNFi~)p 
= (- l)“-d’~(W *(c(b,), U_,; F’)) 
for any point p in the d,-dimensional stratum S,, with normal slice N to S, at p, and any 
function f: (%!, p) -+ (C, 0) which has p as a non-degenerate critical point. This cycle is 
independent of all the choices made. We refer to m,(F’) as the normal index of S, relative to 
F’, and write simply m, if the complex F’ is clearly specified. 
Remark 1.19. If F’ is positively perverse on the s-dimensional space X, then, by 
Proposition 1.16, 
Hi-’ (q5JNFiN)p = W’(c([L,), [L,; F’) = 0 
unless i = s - d,. Thus, if F’ is positively perverse, all of the normal indices are non- 
negative. This is true whether X is pure-dimensional or not. Note, however, that the 
constant sheaf on a non-pure-dimensional space will not be positively perverse. 
There is the following important result: 
THEOREM 1.20 (A’Campo Cl]). Let A be a bounded, constructible complex of @-vector 
spaces on X and f: X -+ C. The monodromy automorphism $,A’ -+ $,A’ induces a map on 
cohomology sheaves 
H*($fA’),f+ H*($,A’),. 
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If fnP denotes the maximal ideal of X at p and fern:, then the Lefschetz number of 
H*(tirA*), “-, H*($JA’)p equals 0, i.e. 
I(- l)i Trace {H’($,-A’), ff+ H’($,-A’),} = 0. 
2. THE RELATIVE HYPERCOHOMOLOGY SPLITI-ING LEMMA 
In this section, we prove a simple, but powerful, lemma which says that certain relative 
hypercohomology modules split as direct sums. The proof involves only the stratified 
Morse theory of Goresky and MacPherson [12] together with an easy homotopy argu- 
ment. This homotopy argument is a general form of that used by Siersma in [38]. 
Our conclusion is a refinement of that arrived at via stratified Morse theory, for it tells 
us that there is no cancellation going on between the various local Morse data. 
The principal example of a space on which we want to apply our lemma is a complex 
analytic space intersected with a closed ball in some affine space; hence, we will have both 
real and complex Whitney strata. Therefore, we make the following definition. 
DeJinition 2.1. Let X be an analytic space and let Y be a subset of X. Then, Y is 
a complex Whitney stratified set with boundary if there exists a real Whitney stratification 
,4$ of Y together with a subcollection of strata Y c W such that Y equals the closure in Y of 
USE&?, Y is a complex Whitney stratification of usEsp S (in particular, all of the strata of 
Y are complex analytic) and, for all SE Y and R E W - 9, R n S = 0. 
We refer to the strata in Y as the interior strata of the complex Whitney stratified set 
with boundary. 
Below, we use our notation from Definition 1.5 for the normal Morse data to complex 
strata. Note that the normal Morse data is well-defined for the interior strata of a complex 
Whitney stratified set with boundary. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let X be a complex analytic space and let f: X + C be a complex analytic 
function. Let Y be a complex Whitney stratified subset of X with real Whitney strat$cation 
9 and interior strata 9’. Let F’ be a bounded complex of sheaves of Z-modules which is 
constructible with respect to 93. 
Suppose that there exists an open complex disc II%,, c C such that f Iy is proper over b,,. Let 
VEb,. 
(A) Suppose that, with respect fo @, thf fuyction f [r has a Jinite collection of stratified 
critical values, {vO, vl, . . . , urn}, in ID,. Let IDo, D1, . . . . 
I&, centred at vo, vl, . . . , v,, 
D, be a collection of disjo@t discs in 
respectively. For all i between 0 and m, let [i be in Di - {vi}. 
Then, the relative hypercohomology modules of the pair (Y n f- ‘(ED,), Y nf- ‘(v)) with 
coeficients in F split as direct sums of contributions over the various critical values; 
specifically, for all j, 
Hj(Ynf-‘(ED,), Ynf-‘(v);F’)Z @ Hj(Ynf-‘(EDi), Ynf-‘(ti);F’). 
lJ,+o 
(B) Suppose that for all R E 6% - 9’, f JR has no critical points over 61, - {v} and, if R E 9, 
then the stratified critical points off which occur on R nf - ‘(ID,, - (v}) are all non-degener- 
ate. 
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Then, the relative hypercohomology modules of the pair (Y nf- ‘(b,), Y nf-‘(v)) with 
coe@cients in F’ split as direct sums of powers of the shifted hypercohomology of the normal 
Morse data to the complex strata; specifically, for all j, 
W’(Y r\f-‘(I&), Y nf-l(v); F’) g @ (W’-d*(~([L,), [L,; F*))kZ(a) 
..+.‘/I 
where d, = dim S, and k,(v) = the number of critical points, p, of f Is, over b, - {v}. 
Proof: (A) Despite the complex of coefficients, this argtment is essentially that of [38]. 
The function f is a proper, stratified submersion over D, except at the isolated critical 
values. Hence, any smooth homotopy in the base which leaves the critical values fixed lifts 
to a stratum-preserving homttopy in Y. 
Let A denote a subset of D, which consists of a collection of disjoint smaller discs, one 
around each critical point, which are all connected to v by non-intersecting paths. Now, 
smoothly deform b, to a sufficiently small, smooth tubular neighbourhood of A. By the 
previous paragraph, this homotopy lifts to a stratum-preserving homotopy and, hence, 
yields isomorphisms on hypercohomology. By utilizing 8.4.7 of [16], we see that we may 
continue to deform the base all the way down to A and still obtain induced isomorphisms 
on the hypercohomology of Y. 
Let U be a neighbourhood of v in A which is so small that it misses each of the small 
discs around the critical values. Then, 
Hij(Ynf-l(b,), Ynf-‘(v);F*)g Hj(Ynf-'(A), Ynf-‘(U);F’) 
z Wj(Y nf-'(A - {v}), Ynf-'(U - (0)); F’) 
g @ Wj(Ynf-'@I+), Ynf-'(<i); F') 
ll,#V 
where the first isomorphism is via homotopy (and, if v is a critical value, by 8.4.7 of [16]), the 
second isomorphism follows from excision, and the third isomorphism follows from de- 
forming the pair (A - {v}, U - {v}), which is a disjoint collection of discs with line segments 
emanating from them modulo the ends of the line segments. 
(B) We may assume that the critical points of f have distinct critical values, for-if 
not-we may perturb f slightly; as non-degenerate critical points are stable, this affects 
nothing. 
Considering that we already have part (A), all that remains to be shown is that if S, E Y 
and PE S,nf- '(D, - (v}) is a non-degenerate stratified critical point, then 
Wj(Ynf-'(lb), Ynf-‘(f(p));F’)g Wj-dZ(c([l,),~,;Fo) 
where b is a small disc centred around f(p) and d, = dim S,. But this follows immediately 
from Proposition 1.17. 0 
3. STRATIFIED ISOLATED SINGULARITIES 
The primary result of this section is to analyze the structure of the stalk cohomology of 
the sheaf of vanishing cycles of a stratified isolated singularity; this is an application of the 
relative hypercohomology splitting lemma and, as such, the conclusion is that the stalk 
cohomology of the sheaf of vanishing cycles is a direct sum of powers of contributions from 
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the normal data to the strata. In the theorem, we describe the exponents which appear in 
this direct sum; however, we shall defer the proof of the exponent statement until Section 4. 
In the constant coefficient case and without the exponent statement, he result appears in 
[23, 38, 403; however, each of these papers deals with the more difficult description of the 
homotopy-type of the Milnor fibre. On the other hand, since these three aforementioned 
papers do not provide any means of calculating the exponents in the direct sum, they are not 
terribly useful for performing calculations. 
We shall need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let 9’ be a Whitney stratijication of a complex space X, let S,E Y, and let 
k be an integer. Then, there exists a bounded complex of Z-modules, U’(X, S,; k), which is 
constructible with respect to 9’ such that the normal indices, m#*(X, S,; k)), are all 0 except 
when j? = c(, and mJU*(X, S,; k)) = k. 
Proof: First, note that it suffices to construct U’(X, S,; 1) for each S,; for then, we can let 
U*(X, S,; k) = (U’(X, S,; l))k if k is non-negative, or U’(X, S,; k) = (U’(X, S,; 1) [1])-k if 
k is negative. 
We proceed with the proof by induction on the dimension of X. 
If dim X = 0, then the stratum S, is merely a point. We let U’(X, S,; 1) be the extension 
by zero of the constant sheaf on S,; that is, if j: S,GX denotes the inclusion, then we let 
U’(X, s,; 1) = j! H& 
Now, suppose that dim X = s. Let j: K 4 X denote the inclusion, and let s’ : = dim S,. 
Ifs’ < s, then by our inductive hypothesis, for any integer k, we have already constructed 
U*(S,, S,; k) on S,. Then, we may define U’(X, S,; k) : = j!U*(S-,, S,; k) [s - s’]. 
Suppose though that s = s’. Consider the complex F’ : = j!Zt=; this complex is construct- 
ible with respect o 9, has m, = 1, and has ma = 0 for any S, not contained in the closure of 
S,. We shall now “correct” F’ on the strata contained in S,. 
If SB E S, and SB # S,, then dim SB < s and, by our previous paragraph, we have 
already’ constructed the complex U’(X, Sp; k). So, define 
U’(X, S,; 1) : = F’ @ @ U’(X, S,; 
S#Gb 
S##S. 
- mdF*)). 0 
We will now prove the main theorem of this section. For notational convenience, we 
assume throughout the rest of this section that X is an analytic subset of some CN and that 
OEX. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let 9’ = {S,} be a Whitney stratiJcation of X, and suppose that 
f: (X, 0) + (C, 0) has a stratified isolated critical point at 0. 
Then, there exists a unique set, {k,}, f o non-negative integers such that, for all bounded 
complexes, F’, of Z-modules on X which are constructible with respect to Y, and, for 
all i, 
H’-‘(4/F*), g W’(B,nX, F,,P; F’) g W’(B,nXnf -‘(&I,), B,nXn f -l(v); F’) 
E @ (Wi-d=(~(L,), ,; F’))k= 
where 
d, = dim S,, 
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i$ is a su$iciently small closed ball of radius E centred at the origin in the ambient a@ne space; 
D, is an open disc of radius n, 0 < n < E, centred at the origin; 
Ff,@ is the Signor fibre off at 0 or, more precisely, Ff,, = 8, n X nf- ’ (0). 
Moreover, k, = 1 if S, = (_oj and, if S, # {O), th en or a f g eneric choice of linear forms, L, 
on the ambient affine space, r,,L(Y) is one-dimensional (or empty) at the origin and 
The integer k, is pre~~seiy the number of non-degenerate critical points of a small perturbation 
off by L which occur near the origin on the stratum S,; more precisely, for all sufficiently 
small E > 9, for all complex t such that 0 < (t ( + E, k, equals the number of critical points of 
f + tL in B,nS,. 
Proof The first isomorphism is by definition; the second isomorphism is essentially the 
argument of Milnor 137, 5.111, but in the stratified case follows from [12, X1.2.41. It is the 
final isomorphism which requires a proof. 
We first prove the existence of the k,. 
By [23, 2.21, for a generic choice of linear form, L, for ail sufficiently small E > 0, for all 
complex r such that 0 < 1 t j < E, f + tL has only non-degenerate interior critical points in 
B,nX. 
Now, pick such an L and such an E, and also pick E small enough to define the Milnor 
fibre in B, n X. Fix a complex u # 0 small enough so that B, n X n f - l(u) is the Milnor fibre 
off at the origin. 
As f-l(~) transversely intersects the strata of the compact set B,n X, the openness of 
transversality implies that, for all small complex t, 
Hli(B,nX, B,nXnf-‘(v); F’) z lHl’(B,nX, B,nXn(f+ tL)-l(v); F’). 
Now, the existence of the k, follows from Lemma 2.2(B). 
We now prove the uniqueness of the k,. Let s : = dim X. By taking Euler characteristics, 
we find that, for all F, 
x($,-F*)~ = ;(- l)“-‘k;~(Hl*(c([l,), IL,; Fe)) = c(- l)“-‘k,m,(F”). 
d 
Thus, fixing a stratum, S, and applying our lemma, we find that 
x($~U~(X,S,; l))@ = I(- l~-‘k~~~(U=(X, S,; 1)) = (- I)“-‘k,. 
a 
Therefore, k, = (- ~)“-“x($~U*(X, S,; l))O. 
Clearly, if S, = (01, then k, = 1; we give the proof of the intersection umber character- 
ization of the other k, in Corollary 4.5. II 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let Y = {S,] be a Whitney stratification of X, and suppose that 
f: (X, 0) -+ (@, 0) h as a stratified isolated critical point at 0. Let F’ be a positively perverse 
complex of Z-modules on X which is constructible with respect to Y. 
Then, Hi’- ‘(~jF’)o is zero for all i except, perhaps, for when i = s. When i = s, we have 
the formula 
rank H”-l(#rF*)o = mo(F’) + c m,(FV((F+,&G). v(f I)0 - (F:,#J* EM 
.%$Y(/) 
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where L is a generic linear form, m, denotes the normal index of S, (recall Definition 1.18) and 
m denotes the normu~ index of the origin (considered as a point stratum). 
Moreover, all of the normal indices and each of the quantities 
are non-negative. 
((&(S,). V(f 110 - (&(S& ~(L))cJ 
Proofi This follows immediately from the theorem, Definition 1.18, and Remark 1.19. 
0 
Remark 3.4. The statement of Theorem 3.2 deals with all of the strata on more or less 
equal footing. However, the theorem has a nicer feel to it if one splits off the information of 
what happens at the origin, as we did in Corollary 3.3. 
We may certainly assume that the origin is a stratum. Then, the conclusion of Theorem 
23.2 can be rewritten as 
H’-‘(QtfFe), z kil’(B,nX, Ff,o; F) ES W’(B,nX, Rx,o; F’) @ @ (~~-~~(c(~*), L,; I?))“’ 
s, # (01 
where iLx,0 is the link of X at the origin (defined inside B, of course). In other words, the 
relative hypercohomology of the Milnor fibre of a function with a stratified isolated 
singularity always has the relative hypercohomology of the complex link as a direct 
summand. Of course, if we do not need to select the origin as a Whitney stratum, then 
N ‘(BE n X, Lx,*; I?) = 0 for all i. 
It is possible to be precise about how generic the linear form, L, must be in Theorem 3.2 
and Corollary 3.3. We need for dOL to be non-degenerate with respect to Y, so that 
L actually determines the complex link at the origin. Letting Y denote the good stratifica- 
tion of X induced by f (recall Definition 1.2), we also need for L to be prepolar with respect 
to Y relative to f so that we may use nei~bourhoods of a certain form to describe the 
Milnor fibre (see Lemma 4.1) and so that L : X + @ has a stratified isolated singularity. 
Finally, to obtain the equality 
we need for L to be decent with respect o 9 relative to f, and we need f to be decent with 
respect o Y relative to L (see Corollary 4.5). 
One final note before we give some examples: we have not explicitly said anything in the 
theorem about only summing over those strata which contain the origin in their clos- 
ure-though certainly these are the only strata which can contribute to the vanishing 
cycles at the origin. This fact is already encoded in the statement that 
k, = (T:,,(S,) * V( f )),, - (f>,,(S,) q V(L)),, for both of these intersection numbers will be 
0 if the origin is not in the closure of S,. 
~xurn~le 3.5. Consider the classic situation studied by Milnor in [37-j--the case of 
a polynomial f : (C+ *, 0) --, (C, 0) with an isolated singularity at the origin. We consider 
@ “+I as being stratified with a single stratum, and we use the constant Z sheaf of 
coefficients. 
Then, we have a single stratum S, = Cn+ ‘, IL, = 0, d, = M + 1, and i’j,,(S,) is the 
ordinary relative polar curve of L& and Teissier, which we denote simply by I’;,,. 
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In this setting, the conclusion of Theorem 3.2 is that 
where ~1 = (r:,L* V(f)),, - (rj,,. V(L)), for generic linear L. 
We have not written /J here by coincidence; it is an easy exercise (see [18] or [33,5.8]) to 
show in this case that (I:,,. V(j))0 - (rjnL. V(L)), = (Ii,L. V(JflaL)),, which is the 
Milnor number off at the origin. Thus, we find that If’@,, F’,,; Z) is zero, except in degree 
n + 1, where it is free-Abelian of rank p-this is Milnor’s result on the level of cohomology. 
example 3.6. The next easiest example is where we once again consider the constant 
sheaf but, this time, on a space, X, with an isolated singularity at the origin. In this case, in 
a neighbourhood of the origin, we may stratify X by taking as strata the origin together 
with the irreducible components of X minus the origin. 
If f: (X, 0) + (@, 0) has an isolated critical point at the origin, then we conclude from 
Theorem 3.2 that 
ff’-‘(q$Z&+*), 2sH’(B,nX, F-,0; Z) r H’(B,nX, n-x.0; Z) 0 @ (Hi-di”C(point; Z))kC 
Cf@k 
where the sum is over the irreducible components, C, of X at 0 and 
kc = (G.,(C)* IV))0 - (I%(C)* I%)), 
for generic linear L. 
As was discussed in Remark 3.4, the amount of genericity that we require of L is that d,L 
is non-degenerate, that L is prepolar with respect o the good stratification induced by f, 
and that f and L are decent with respect o each other. However, the decency conditions are 
automatic here since the origin is the only stratum which is contained in the closure of 
another stratum. Also, prepolarity is easy in this case too; L is prepolar if and only if 
L: X + C has an isolated critical point at the origin and the critical locus of the map 
(J L)lxpo has no points contained in V(L) near the origin. 
Let us look at one of the examples from Section 1. Example 1.8 is not a stratified isolated 
singularity, but Example 1.9 is. So, consider the example where X: = I/(x’ + y2 + z2) c: c3 
and f:= x3 + yz. 
We use y for our linear form in the computation of the exponents. One easily checks that 
day is non-degenerate, and that y is prepolar with respect o the good stratification induced 
by g 
Therefore, we conclude from Theorem 3.2 and Example 1.9 that 
H’-‘(f#&), r H’(.&nX, Ff.8; Z) &Z H’(B,nX, F_.,;Z)O(H’-*(point; Z,)” 
where k equals 
(V(x, y* + 22) + 1/(3x2 - y, x2 + y2 + 22). V(x3 -I- yz))o - (Vfx, y* + 22) 
+ V(3xz - y, x2 + y2 + 2). V(y))o. 
Now, one computes with relative ease that: 
(V(x, y2 + 2). V(x3 f yz)), = 4 
(V(3xz - y, x2 + y2 + 22). 1/(x3 + yz))(J = 6 
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( w, Y2 + z2 1. V( Y)hl = 2 
(V(3xz - y, x2 + y2 + 22). V( y))o = 4. 
Hence, k = (4 + 6) - (2 + 4) = 4. 
Moreover, the Milnor fibre FY,O is homeomorphic to the Milnor fibre of x2 + z2 inside 
C2, and so is homotopy-equivalent to a circle. Thus, H’(B, n X, F,,,; Z) = 0 unless i = 2 and 
H2(B,nX, F,,,; H) z i2. 
Therefore, we find that Hi-‘(4,Zt)0 = H’(B,nX, F’,,; E) = 0 unless i = 2 and 
H’(4fZt)o g H2(B,nX, Fs,o; H) Z Z5. 
It is not a fluke that the vanishing cohomology is concentrated in degree l-this follows 
from Corollary 3.3 since the constant sheaf on a local complete intersection is positively 
perverse [20]. 
Example 3.7. Let us look at an isolated singularity on which the constant sheaf is not 
positively perverse. The easiest such example is two coordinate 2-planes in C4 which 
intersect only at the origin. 
Using (w, x, y, z) as coordinates on C 4, let X = V(w, x)u V(y, z). Then, at the origin, 
X fails to be a local complete intersection and, as we shall see, H’, is not positively perverse. 
Naturally, we stratify X by taking as strata {0}, C : = V(w, x) - (0) and D : = V(y, z) - (0). 
Let f:X+C be given by f=w2+x2+y2+z2. Then, f has a stratified isolated 
singularity at the origin. Moreover, the Milnor fibre off is easy to describe: Ff,O has two 
connected components, each of which is homotopy-equivalent to a l-sphere. It follows that 
the vanishing cohomology is given by H”(+fZ’,), E Z, H’(4,Z’,), g Z2, and is zero in all 
other degrees. 
Note that this shows that Z; is not positively perverse, for the vanishing cycle cohomol- 
ogy is not concentrated in degree 1. 
We wish to see that this agrees with the formula of Theorem 3.2. 
The linear form L : = w + x + y + z certainly satisfies the criteria given in Remark 3.4. 
The complex link of 0 is clearly just two disjoint complex discs. Thus, the normal Morse 
data to the origin has hypercohomology given by 
H ‘(c(~,,,), I-,,,; G) = H’(c(k,,), k,,,; Z) = E 
and is zero in all other degrees. 
The normal data to both C and D is just (point, 8). Moreover, one easily calculates that 
I:.,(C) = V(w, x, y - z) and T;,,(D) = V(y, z, w - x), and 
(I;,,(C). I’(f))0 = 2 = (I;,,(D). I’(f))0 
and 
u-:.m w4h = 1 = u-:,,w w)h. 
Therefore, from Theorem 3.2, we find 
H’(~fZ;) s lP(C(L(@)), IL,,,; Z) 0 (HO(point; B))‘2-1) 0 (P(point; z))‘2-1) E 0 oz2 z E2 
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and the vanishing cycles have zero cohomology in all other degrees. This agrees with our 
previous calculation. 
Example 3.8. We wish to reconsider the above example with the same X, the same J and 
the same L, but with a different complex of sheaves. Instead of the constant sheaf on X, we 
will use the intersection cohomology sheaf, ICT;, with constant coefficients (with topological 
indexing); this is always a positively perverse sheaf. 
For our simple X, this intersection cohomology complex is easy to describe: it is the 
direct sum of the constant sheaf on each of the two components of X. Since this complex 
only differs from the constant sheaf at the origin, the cohomology of the Milnor fibre off at 
0 with intersection cohomology coefficients is exactly the same as the ordinary cohomology. 
However, H*($IIC$)o takes the activity at the origin into account. Using the long exact 
hypercohomology sequence of the pair (B, n X, F',J, one easily finds that the vanishing 
cohomology is given by Hi(+fIC’x)O z Z2, and is zero in all other degrees. 
Note that, since IC$ is positively perverse, the vanishing cycle cohomology is concen- 
trated in degree 1. 
Now we want to see what effect the change of complexes has on our calculation from 
Example 3.7 and our application of Theorem 3.2. 
Certainly, the exponents do not change, for they do not depend on the complex at all. 
Also, the hypercohomology of the normal data to the two 2-dimensional components does 
not change because we have not changed our complex away from the origin. 
Thus, the only change in applying Theorem 3.2 is in calculating the hypercohomology of 
the normal data at the origin. Using the long exact sequence on hypercohomology of the 
pair (B,, Lx,@) = (~(l&~)., il ,,), we find that W’(c(lL,,), IL,,; Iclc) is zero in all degrees. 
Hence, we find that the result of Theorem 3.2 agrees with our direct calculation. 
We will now prove a result which essentially says that if f has a stratified isolated 
singularity at the origin, then the complex link of V(f) is the same as the Milnor fibre of 
f restricted to a generic hyperplane slice. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let Y be a Whitney strat~c~tion of X and sucrose that f: X + C has 
a stratified isolated singularity at the origin. Let g :X + C be prepolar with respect to the good 
stratijcation induced by f: Then, the Milnor jibre FfIvcg,, is stratijied-homeomorphic to the 
Miinor jibre FglvC,,,, with respect to the stratijication in’duced on the Milnor jbres by the 
original stratification, 9. 
Proof. Let Y’ denote the stratification induced by f; that is, in a neighbourhood of the 
origin, 
Y’={S,- V(f)[S,~9}u{S,nV(f)-O~SS,~9~u{O}. 
Note that, as components contained in V(f) are specifically removed from the polar 
variety I,,,(Y) = Ff,,(Y‘). 
Let E > 0 be so small that B, n & f c (0) and small enough so that we may define qlYcsr,, 
and FYI”,,,,0 inside B,. As g is prepolar with respect o Y’, by Proposition 1.12, we may also 
pick E so small that B,n I’f,11(9’) equals B,n?J,&Y") and is one-dimensional or empty. 
Finally, again because gis prepolar with respect o Y’, we may choose E so small that, inside 
an open ball containing B,, V(g) transversely intersects each of the strata in 
(S,nv(f) - OlS,Eglj and so that the sphere aB, transversely intersects each of 
S,n Vf)nW). 
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Fixing E, what we need to show is that, for 0 -C q, v G E, the map 
B,nX - I#-*@,x riii, - ~(~~,~(~))) 
is a proper, stratified submersion with respect to Y. 
It is easy to see that $ has no interior stratified critical points; f and g each have at worst 
an isolated critical point at the origin, and we have explicitly removed the polar curve. 
Moreover, $ has no critical points contained in V(g) since B,n I”,g(Y) = B,n ?f,g(Y). 
Finally, II, has no critical points contained in V(f) because g is prepolar with respect o Y’. 
We must still show that J, has no critical points on the boundary strata of aB,nX. 
Suppose to the contrary that, no matter how small we pick q and v, $ has stratified critical 
points on aB,nX. By the local finiteness of the stratification, we may assume that all of 
these critical points are contained in a single stratum S,. Let fuand 6 denote extensions of 
S and g, respectively, to the ambient affine space. 
Then, we would have an infinite sequence Pi E a& n S, such that f(pJ -P 0, g( pi) + 0, and 
We may assume that the Pi converge to some pedB, in a stratum S, E S,. By Whitney’s 
condition A, we may assume that T,,S, approaches ome limit 9 which contains T$,. As 
p is not the origin, V(g), V df), and TpS, intersect transversely at p, and 
Tpi V(f”-f”(pi)) -+ T,V(f”) and Tpi V(i - i(pJ) -+ T,V(g”). But, all of this leads us to con- 
clude that 
This contradicts our assumption on the choice of E, for we required that a& transversely 
intersect S, n V(f) n V(g). q 
COROLLARY 3.10. Let Y be a Whitney stratification of X, let f: (X, 0) -+(C, 0) have 
a strati~ed isolated singularity at the origin, and let m x,0 denote the maximal ideal of X at 0. 
Kf4,Cl, then the corn~le~ link of V(f) at the origin does not haue the complex cohomo~ogy 
of a point. 
Proof This almost follows immediately from the result of A’Campo which we stated in 
Theorem 1.20. However, the generic linear form used to define the complex link of V(f) 
need not be in the square of the maximal ideal of V(f) at the origin; this means that we 
cannot apply A’Campo’s result directly. 
Let L be a linear form which is generic enough to give the complex link of V(f) at the 
origin and generic enough to apply Theorem 3.9. Then, Theorem 3.9 tells us that the 
complex link of V(f) at the origin is homeomorphic to the Milnor fibre at the origin of 
the map flYfL) : X n V(L) + @. But, it is easy to see that A’Campo’s theorem implies that the 
Milnor fibre of flVtLJ cannot have the complex cohomology of a point. 
As fe m&, certainly ~IY(L) E m$ ,, v(L).~. Theorem 1.20 says then that the Lefschetz 
number of the monodromy isomorphism on the complex cohomology of FfIVcL,,, is zero. If 
the cohomology were that of a point, then this Lefschetz number would have to be 
non-zero. q 
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The assumption in the corollary that font:, ,, is necessary; otherwise, a trivial counter- 
example would consist of any non-zero linear form on affine space where we have declared 
the origin to be a stratum. 
COROLLARY 3.11. The c~~~~ex link of an isolates complete intersection singularity neuer 
has the complex cohomology of a point. 
ProoK Suppose that f&f1 , . . . ,fk define an isolated complete intersesction singularity of 
dimension n - k at the origin in C’+ I. Since the origin is a singular point, we may assume 
that the fi are ordered so that Jo is in the square of the maximal ideal at the origin of 
x:= V(fi,..., fk). But then, as X n V(fO) has the origin as an isolated singularity, X has at 
worst a one-dimensional singular set and I’(fO) intersects this singular set in at most the 
origin. Since fO,fi,. . ,fk define a complete intersection, it follows that f0 Ix has a stratified 
isolated critical point at the origin. The desired conclusion now follows from the previous 
corollary. cl 
We originally claimed that the complex link of a general isolated singularity could not 
be contractible, using the same proof as above. It was pointed out to us by M. Tibir that the 
proof fails in the general case; using the notation from the proof, the fact that Xn V(‘&) has 
an isolated singularity does not generally imply that &lx has a stratified isolated critical 
point. Specifically, if I’(&) contains an entire component of X, &lx does not have 
a stratified isolated critical point. 
In fact, an example of D.M.Q. Mond shows that there are isolated singularities with 
contractible complex links. 
In the case of an isolated complete intersection singularity? one would hope that 
Corollary 3.11 is already known from some result appearing in [28]. The only result we find 
in [28] which might imply Corollary 3.11 is the formula 5.11.~ for the number of spheres in 
the homotopy-type of the complex link; however, this formula is an alternating sum, and it 
looks distinctly unpleasant o prove algebraically that it gives a non-zero result. On the 
other hand, one can obtain the conclusion of Corollary 3.11 fairly easily by using the deep 
result of Looijenga and Steenbrink [29] that the Milnor number is greater than or equal to 
the Tjurina number. 
4. STRATIFIED NON-ISOLATED SINGULARITIES 
We would like to analyse the vanishing cycles of functions with possibly non-isolated 
critical points in the same way that we dealt with the isolated case. Unfortunately, in the 
non-isolated situation, stratified Morse theory will give us contributions from boundary 
strata for, in the non-isolated case, the critical locus will intersect he boundary of arbitrarily 
small balls. This boundary Morse data is too difficult to deal with. 
To get around this boundary Morse data problem, we use an approach based on that of 
Ld in [17]-we describe how the Milnor fibre off is built up from the Milnor fibre of the 
restriction off to a hypersurface slice. In [17], L& uses slices by hyperplanes; we allow the 
slice itself to have an isolated singularity. By allowing these more general hypersurface 
slices, we recover the formula of L& and Greuel as presented in 5.1 La of [2&l; this is a result 
about isolated complete intersection singularities. 
We must first prove a technical result which tells us that we use neighbourhoods of 
a certain form to define the Milnor fibre. 
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LEMMA 4.1. Suppose that g is tractable for f with respect to the good stratification 
Y = {S,} of X at 0. 
Then, D for E small, # 0, and 0 < n < E, we may use neighbourhoods of the form 
f,ng- ‘(D,) to define the Milnor jbre off up to homotopy (here, B, is the closed E-ball and 
D, is the open n-disc); more precisely, for 0 < 141 3 n GE 4 1, B,ng-‘(&,)nf-‘(5) is 
homotopy-equivalent to the Milnor fibre off at the origin. 
In addition, if F’ is a bounded complex of sheaves on X - V( f ), constructible with respect 
to {S, E 9’ I & $ V(f )>, then 
H*(Ff,o;F’) r D-U*(B,ng-l(&)nf-l([);F*). 
Moreover, for 0 < v < E, we may use neighbourhoods of the form B, n f - ’ (by) to define 
the Milnor fibre of g up to homotopy or up to hypercohomology with coescients in F’ if F’ is 
a bounded complex of sheaves on X - V(g) which is constructible with respect to 
{S, - V(q)IS,W. 
Proof: As ye demonstrated in [33], to show that we may use neighbourhoods of the 
form B,ng- ‘(D,) to define the Milnor fibre off up to homotopy, what we must show is 
that for two such neighbourhoods 
B,,ng-i@,,) c B,,N1&) 
for all 5 sufficiently small # 0, the inclusion 
B,,nq-‘(kn)nf. -‘(i”) c B,, ns-‘@,,)nf -l(t) 
is a homotopy-equivalence. To prove the statement about hypercohomology, we must show 
that this previous inclusion induces an isomorphism on hypercohomology. We also need to 
show the analogous statements with f and g interchanged. 
It suffices to show that, for 0 < v, ye G a < E, the map 
XnY”((a,s)x 6,*x 6:) 
O* O* (a, 4 x D, x D, 
is a proper, stratified submersion. Recall that, as Y is a good stratification for f at 0, the 
strata of 9’ away from f - ‘(0) satisfy the Whitney conditions. 
Let E be so small that for all E’ such that 0 < E’ < E, 8B,, transversely intersects the strata 
K’(O)n& I SE 5 V(f )I ( we are using our hypothesis that g restricted to such an S, has, at 
worst, an isolated critical point at the origin). 
As the symmetric polar variety is one-dimensional, we may choose E so small that 
B,nI?Y,,n V(g) E &I), and so, for any a such that 0 < a < E, for all q sufficiently small, 
B,nl-r,,ng-‘(b:) E B,. 
Another way of writing this is 
Y-‘((a,&)x~~x@)nTf,,=~. 
Now, let g be an extension of g to an open neighbourhood of the origin in CN, and 
suppose that no matter how small we pick q and v, the map Y still has critical points. Then, 
there would exist a stratum S, $ V(f) and a sequence of points pi ES, - V(f) - V(g) such 
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that the pi converge to some point PE V(f)n V(g) - ha and such that 
(Here, we have used that f # 0 so that Pi#X(fls.), that g # 0 so that pi$Ei, and that the 
pi are not in Ii,, by the above.) 
Let SP E V(f) be the stratum containing p. We may assume that TPi V(g” - g”(pi)) 
converges to some 2 and that T,, V(fIs. -f(pi)) converges to some 5. 
Then, we have that TPSB G Y by the good condition, 2 + TPSB = CN by prepolarity, 
and F-n2 E TP8BI,,. But, by the choice of E, 2n TPSB + T,JB,,, = CN; this is a contradic- 
tion. 0 
We now give our principal result of this section-a result which helps describe the 
hypercohomology of the Milnor fibre of a function by modding-out by the Milnor fibre of 
a “generic” hypersurface slice. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that g is tractable relative to f with respect to a good stratiJcation 
Y = {S,} of X at 0. Let d, denote the dimension of S,. 
(A) Let F’ be a bounded complex of sheaves of Z-modules on X - V( f ), constructible 
with respect to {S,EYIS, $ V(f)}. 
Then, for all i, Wi(Ff,O, Fflv,,bO , * F’) is a direct summand of H’-‘(#I,IC/~F’)~, and there 
exist integers j, such that 
where j, > (Fi,,(&). V( f )),, with equality if g is decent relative to f 
Furthermore, if rf,J9’) has no components contained in V(g) (i.e. if I”,@‘) = IT+,,(Y)), 
then 
Hi- ‘(4,$G% g NJ ‘(Fr.0, Ff,vc,,,O; F’). 
(B) Let F’ be a bounded complex of sheaves of Z-modules on X - V(g), constructible with 
respect to {S, - V(g)IS,EY}. 
Then, for all k O-U i(Fg,O, F,I,,,,,~; F’) is a direct summand of Hi-‘(+&,FQ and there exist 
integers r, such that 
W’(F,,o, F,I~,,,,o; F’.) E @ (Wi-d=+‘(~(L,), IL,; F’)p 
S.SV(/) 
where r, 2 (fiJSa). V(g))0 with equality if f is decent relative to g. 
Furthermore, if 9 is a Whitney stratification of X with respect to which f has a stratified 
isolated critical point at the origin such that 9 is the good strati$cation induced by f; and F* is 
constructible with respect to (S - V(g) I SE 2}, then 
Proof: This follows from Lemma 4.1, Lemma 2.2, and Theorem 3.2. 
We first prove (A). 
By Lemma 4.1, we may use neighbourhoods of the form B,n g- ’ (b,) to define the 
Milnor fibre of 5 It follows that 
H’-‘(c$,$~F’), z W’(B,ng-‘(b,)n f-‘(T), B,ng-‘(y)nf-‘(7); F’) 
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where 0 < 1~1 < 1 y 1 < q 4 E 6 1. Now, consider the map 5, the restriction of g, 
B,~g--@,)nf-‘(r) 
l!? 
The space &ng-‘(l&,)nf-‘( z 1s iven the obvious induced stratification; this is a com- ) ’ g’ 
plex Whitney stratified set with boundary, in the sense of Definition 2.1. Note that the 
interior strata are of the form S,ni- ‘(z), which has dimension d, - 1. This - 1 accounts 
for the + 1 shift appearing in the degree of the hypercohomology of the normal Morse data 
in the statement of the theorem. 
The map g may have arbitrarily bad singularities over 0 but, away from g-‘(O), all 
interior critical points are isolated since dim, f;,,(Y) = 1. Moreover, our proof of Lemma 
4.1 shows that there are no boundary critical points except, possibly, oyer t. 
Let the possible stratified crjtical values of i be 0, ul, . . . , u,. Let De, D1, . . . , lb,,, be 
a collection of disjoint discs in IQ,, centred at 0, ol, . . . , u,, respectively. For all i between 
1 and m, let ti be in bi - {Vi}. We will apply Lemma 2.2(A) to the map g restricted to the 
space Y : = B,nf- ‘(7). For all sufficiently small 5 # 0 
w'(B,ng-'(~,)nf-'(z),B,ng-'(y)nf.-l(z); F’) 
~Hi(Yng-l(b,), Yng-‘(t);F*)Og W’(Yng-‘(ibi), Yng-‘(ti);F’) 
i=l 
~Hl’(Yng-‘(b,,), Yng-‘(~);F’)@W’(Yng-‘(lb,,), Yng-‘(0);F’) 
~Wi(Yng~1(~,),Yng~1(~);F~)OWi(B,ng~1(~,)nf~1(z),B,ng~'(O)nf~1(z);F~) 
~~i(Yng-‘(~O)nf-‘(z), Yng-'(l)nf-'(z);F*)@ Wi(Ff,o,Ff,v,s,,,;F*) 
where the first ismorphism follows from Lemma 2.2(A), where we use [ for the o in Lemma 
2.2(A), and the second isomorphism also follows from Lemma 2.2(A), but using 0 for the u in 
Lemma 2.2(A). The last isomorphism follows from Lemma 4.1. 
If I$.B(sP) has no components contained in V(g), then 0 is not a stratified critical value 
of & and so 
Hi(Yng-‘(b,)nf-‘(z), Y ng-‘([)nf-‘(7); F’) = 0. 
Thus, in this case, 
To finish (A), we must still rewrite W i(F’,O, F/,“,,,, s; F’) in terms of the normal data to the 
various strata. 
The map 5 has, at worst, isolated stratified critical points over b,, - (0). Hence, by the 
above homotopy argument, combined with the fact that local Morse data is Morse data, we 
conclude that HI i(F’,O, Ff,y,p),,; F) is a direct sum of the hypercohomologies of the local 
Morse data at each of the isolated critical points of g which do not lie above 0. Thus, it 
remains for us to show how these local contributions can be written in terms of the normal 
data to the strata. 
But, at each critical point p E S,, we are in the situation of Theorem 3.2, and so we know 
that the relative hypercohomology splits as a direct sum of the shifted hypercohomologies 
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of the normal data to the strata. Moreover, (f j,,(S,). V(f-f(p))), is precisely the Milnor 
number at p of g restricted to S,n V(f-f(p)), which is the number of complex Morse 
singularities which appear on S, near p when g is perturbed slightly (recall the proof of 
Theorem 3.2). However, if the critical point, p, is not decent, then-when we perturb g 
near p-extra critical points can arise near p on strata which contain S, in their closure. 
(A) follows. 
The proof of(B) is the same as that of (A), except for the conditions under which we can 
conclude that 
As in the proof of (A), but with f and g interchanged, we need to know that 0 is not 
a stratified critical value off restricted to g-‘(z) inside B,. If Y is the stratification induced 
from f having a stratified isolated critical point with respect to the stratification 9, 
then-since we are supposing that g is tractable with respect o Y-the pair of functions 
(f, g) has no stratified critical points on f-‘(O) - (0) with respect to 3 in a small 
neighbourhood of the origin. The desired conclusion follows. cl 
Remark 4.3. Theorem 4.2 produces especially interesting results when F’~x_V~,-~ is 
positively perverse, for then Remark 1.19 tells us that Hi-&‘+‘(c(L,), IL,; F’) can only be 
non-zero if i = dim X - 1. 
Also, note that in the proof of Theorem 4.2 we cannot conclude (B) above directly from 
(A) simply by interchanging f and g, for in both parts the assumption is that g is tractable 
for f: Note also that the tractibility of g prevents any non-zero strata from being contained 
in V(g). One final note: though we state the theorem for complexes which need only be 
defined on the complements of V(f) and V(g), in most applications the complex F’ will be 
defined on all of X. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Suppose that g is prepolar and decent relative to f with respect to a good 
stratijication 9’ = {S,} of X at 0. Suppose also that f is decent relative to g. Lets denote the 
dimension of X. 
Then, 
where m,(F’) is the normal index of S, with respect to F’. 
Proof: Let d, denote the dimension of S,. 
From the distinguished triangle relating the neighbouring and vanishing cycles alongf, 
we have 
We can rewrite this last quantity: 
- x(&~,~,, (F’Iv,,,))o = x(W *(Ben v(f 1, QV,,,,r,; F’)) 
= x@-W,, &,a; F’)) + xW *&,a, QVC1,,o; VI 
= - xb#P)o + x(W *(4,0, FgIY,,,,o; F’)). 
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Combining this with our previous equation and applying both parts of Theorem 4.2, we find 
that 
~(&,+rF’)o = - x(&F% - s 
a 
$;,,, (- I)d.- ‘x0-I *(c(%& ‘La; F’)) ((%(S,). I’(f))0 
- (f:,,&)~ ~Mh). 
The corollary now follows from the definition of the normal indices m,(F’). 0 
We can now prove the exponent statement made in Theorem 3.2 and the claims made in 
Remark 3.4 regarding how generic the linear form L must be. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let Y be a Whitney stratification for X, let F be a bounded complex of 
sheaves which is constructible with respect to 9, and suppose that f :X + @ has a stratified 
isolated singularity at the origin. Let F denote the good stratification induced by f: 
Zf g : X + @ is prepolar with respect to F-, g is decent with respect to 9’ relative to f, f is 
decent with respect to Y relative to g, and d,g is non-degenerate with respect to Y, then for 
all i 
Hi-‘(4fF’)0 z Wi(B,nX,Fr,o;FY) E W’(B,nX,ILx,,;F’)O @ (Wi-d~(c(lL,), [I ; F’))kn 
S.OY(/) 
where 
k, = (C,,(S& V(f))0 - (%W ~Mh. 
Proof: The only portion of this statement hat we did not prove in Theorem 3.2 is the 
description of the k, for S, # (0). 
Let s = dim X. In the proof of Theorem 3.2, we did show that k, = 
(- l)“- ‘x(+,U*(X, S,; l)lO; we will show that this equality, combined with Corollary 4.4, 
yields the desired result. 
As the origin is a stratified isolated critical point off; the origin is an isolated point of the 
support of the cohomology sheaves H(+fF’) (recall Proposition 1.16). Therefore, 
H*(IC/,$sF’), = 0 and so, from the distinguished triangle relating the neighbouring and 
vanishing cycles, we have that x(~&~F’), = - x(+,.F’),. Also, as d,g is non-degenerate, 
(- l)“- ‘x(&F’)~ = mcO)(F’) = the normal index of F’ at the origin. 
Now, applying Corollary 4.4, we find 
k, = (- I)“-‘x(+$J*(X, S,; I))o 
= m&J’(X, S,; I)) + C ma(Uo(X, S,; l))(~~,,(S,). v(f I)0 
s.g V(f) 
But now, the definition of U’(X, S,; 1) implies that 
k, = (%,,(S,). v(f ))o - (I-;;,,(S,). v(g)),. 
and we are finished. 
- 
cl 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let X be an s-dimensional analytic subspace of an open subset of some 
a&e space, and suppose OE X. Let f: (X, 0) -+ (C, 0) be an analytic function, and let 
Y = {S,} be a good stratification for f at 0 which includes (0) as a stratum. Let F’ be 
a bounded complex of sheaves of Z-modules on X which is constructible with respect to 9’. 
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Then, the normal indices at the origin of 4,F’, $fF’, and F*lv(,-, can be computed by the 
following formula: 
m&rF’) = 1 m,(F’)(~~,A%). v(f))0 
sss V(f) 
m@‘) + mo(F’lvcJ = C m,(F’)(~:,A%). v(L)), 
S=$JJ(.r) 
and 
mo(4fF’) = m#‘) + 1 m,(F’)(@:,A&)~ v(f))0 - (~~,A&)~ J’(L))& 
S=$ V(/) 
where L is a generic linear form. 
Proof: The formula for mo(ll/rF’) follows at once from Theorem 4.2 (A) by setting 
g equal to a generic linear form L. The formula for mo(4fF’) follows from Corollary 4.4 by 
once again setting g equal to a generic linear L. The remaining formula follows from the 
other two since the characteristic cycle Ch(F’1 V(J)) can be computed via the formula 
Ch(F’l,,f,) = Ch($,F’) - Ch(4,F’). 0 
5. APPLICATIONS 
Example 5.1. We recover the result of Le in [ 171 by applying Theorem 4.2 (A) to the case 
where X is an open neighbourhood of the origin in @“,f is any analytic function, g is 
a generic linear form, and F’ = Z’, . The precise condition that we need on the linear form is 
that it is tractable relative to f at the origin; in our present setting, this equivalent o the 
form being prepolar. 
The only stratum of X not contained in V(f) is X - V(f ), which has normal data 
(point, 8). Decency is trivially satisfied. 
Thus, the conclusion of Theorem 4.2(A) is that Hi(Ff,,,, Ff,V,,r,o; Z) is zero except in 
degree N - 1 and HN-‘(F’,O, Fflvcsr,,; Z) is free Abelian of rank (f:,; V(f))o, where we 
have written fi,, in place of i=:,,(X - V(f)) = f:,9(X). 
Example 5.2. Let X” be a purely s-dimensional space which has an isolated singularity 
at the origin. Let Xi denote the irreducible components of X at the origin. Suppose that we 
have an analytic map f :(X, 0) -+ (C, 0). Let 9 = {S,} be a good stratification of X for f at 
the origin which has all of the Xi - V(f) as strata. Suppose that g :(X, 0) + (C, 0) is 
tractable with respect o Y (we are not assuming that g is linear). We will once again use 
constant coefficients. 
The normal Morse data to each of Xi - V(f) is just (point, 0). In addition, the decency 
of g is trivial. Thus, Theorem 4.2 (A) tells us that Hi(Ff,o, FrlV,,,, ,,; Z) is zero except in degree 
s - 1 and HS--l(FJ,o, FfIVIB),,; Z) is free Abelian of rank 
C (f.F,g(xi)' v(f ))ll = (t$,g(c4p)’ v(f ))O. 
This concentration of the relative cohomology in degree s - 1 is what makes the 
approach of studying FI,, y b taking hypersurface slices so appealing. In the more general 
setting where we have coefficients in a complex F’, Remark 4.3 tells us that the relative 
hypercohomology will still be concentrated in degree s - 1 provided that Flx_v(f) is 
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positively perverse. In the situation above, X - V(f) is a smooth manifold and so the 
constant sheaf B’lx_V(fj is positively perverse. 
Of course, the question remains: how does one calculate the symmetric polar curve in 
this case? Suppose that X is defined as a reduced subspace of some open neighbourhood of 
the origin in CN by the vanishing of hi, . . . , hl. Then, as in Remark 1.7, the symmetric polar 
curve f;,JY) is defined as a cycle by beginning with the cycle defined by the subscheme 
V(h l,...,hl,JN-s+2(hl,..., h,,f, g)) and then discarding any components which are con- 
tained in V(f) or V(g). 
This is related to results in [3]. 
Example 5.3. A particular case of the above example is of special interest; the case where 
X is purely s-dimensional and has an isolated singularity at the origin, and f itself has, at 
worst, an isolated critical point at the origin. Then, we have the induced good stratification 
of X for f given by 
{Xi - V(f), Xif? V(f) - 0,O 1 Xi a component Of X>. 
A function g : X + C is tractable with respect o this induced stratification if and only if, for 
all components Xi of X, the critical locus of (f, g)j x, is at most one-dimensional t the origin 
with no one-dimensional components contained in V(f) or V(g). 
When g is tractable, we conclude from the previous example that Hi(F’,o, q,V(.j, ,, ; Z) is 
zero except in degree s - 1 and H”- ‘(Ff,O, Ff,V,g,,, ; Z) is free Abelian of rank 
(V(h l,...,h,,J,-,+,(h,,...,h,,f;g)).V(f)), 
where, as before, X is defined with its reduced structure by V(hI, . . . , h,) in some open 
neighbourhood of the origin in CN. This is a generalization of the formula of L& and Greuel 
(see [17, 21,13, 28, 5.1 l.a]) for the Milnor number of an isolated complete intersection. 
To obtain Le and Greuel’s precise result, we must suppose that X is a local complete 
intersection. Then, as the constant sheaf on a local complete intersection is positively 
perverse, it follows from 1.16 (or see [20, 22, 231) that F’,, and FfiVc,,,, have non-trivial 
reduced cohomology only in dimensions  - 1 and s - 2, respectively. Also, one may have 
to replace the defining equations in Le and Greuel’s formula with generic linear combina- 
tions to guarantee that the Milnor fibres in L& and Greuel’s sense (as in [28]) agree with the 
Milnor fibres that we are using. Finally, we may replace the intersection umber above with 
simply 
since 
dime @‘l(JN-s+2(hl,..., hl,f,g),hl, . . ..h.,f)&? 
is Cohen-Macaulay by [28, 4.41. 
Example 5.4. Here, we will consider an important special case of one of the formulas of 
Corollary 4.6: 
Suppose that X” is a local complete intersection with a singular set of arbitrary 
dimension. Then, the constant sheaf on X is positively perverse and the complex link of X at 
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any point has the homotopy-type of a bouquet of s - l-spheres (again, see [20,22,23]). If 
f: (X, 0) --) (a=, 0) IS such that dinn, X n V(f) = s - 1, then X’ = X n V(f) is also a local 
complete intersection and the formula above becomes 
b,-,(ax,,) f bS-z(O-xnvclt,o) = c m,t%(~,)a V(L)), 
dl 
where bi( ) denotes the Betti number (with constant coefficients), Y = (S,) is a good, 
Whitney stratification of X for f at the origin, L is a generic linear form, and m, is the 
normal index of S, relative to the constant sheaf. 
In particular, if X has, at worst, an isolated singularity at the origin, then we obtain 
b,-,(I-,,o) + b,-z(I-xnvcl,,o) = C(fj,L(Xi). I’(L)), 
I 
where the Xi are the irreducible components of X. 
This generalizes the well-known formula from the affine hypersurface case, i.e. the case 
where X = C=“; in this case the formula reduces to 
Example 5.5. We wish to look again at one at one of the formulas from Corollary 4.6: 
On the level of Euler characteristics, this formula generalizes that of Theorem 3.2 by 
allowing arbitrary fi However, in this general case where the generalized critical locus of 
f has arbitrary dimension, we do not obtain the direct sum decomposition of the stalk 
cohomology of the vanishing cycles that we had in Theorem 3.2. 
As a quick example, let us look at Example 1.8; in that example, f had a one- 
dimensional critical locus. Then, leaving the details as an exercise, one finds 
Example 5.6. Our final example will show how the formulas of Corollary 4.6 really do 
allow one to calculate the normal indices-and, hence, the characteristic ycles-of a num- 
ber of important complexes of sheaves associated to a local complete intersection. 
Consider Example 1 from l.B 
intersection, X, in CN defined by 
fl(Zl3 
and 
of [28], where one has a codimension 2 complete 
. ..) ZN) = Zf + ..’ + z; 
fit.%, ..‘f zh’) = ‘&z: + ‘.. + ap$z; 
where N 2 2. The complete intersection X has an isolated singularity at the origin if and 
only if all of the Ai are distinct. 
For our example, we will consider the easiest case where the singularity of X at the 
origin is non-isolated; we let N = 4 and let exactly two of the J+ be the same. We assume 
without loss of generality that A1 = &. After dividing through by the duplicated ai and 
subtracting fi, we have reduced our example to the complete intersection X in C4 which is 
defined by 
f(w, x, y, 2) = w2 + x2 + y2 + z2 
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and 
g(w, x, y, 4 = YY2 + h2 
where y, 6 # 0 and y # 6. One easily verifies that the space X = V(f, g) has a one- 
dimensional singular set which is YZX = V(w2 + x2, y, z). 
Let M: = C4. We will calculate the normal indices at the origin, %, for a number of 
important complexes: @plf,, Ic/&2, #.&‘,, @‘x, &$;~,rJ and $,+,G. 
The calculations of the normal indices at the origin for @tcf,, ti,Cb, and 4,-C; are 
nothing new, since they only involve a single function on affine space. Hence, we will 
proceed fairly quickly here. 
As f: M -+ C has an isolated critical point at the origin, the complex $f@$ is supported 
only at the origin and only in degree 3. Moreover, in degree 3, the dimension of the 
cohomology is simply the Milnor number of f at 0, i.e. ,u,,(f). Hence 
~0(~&f) = PO(f) = 1. 
The second formula of Corollary 4.6 reduces in our current setting to the well-known 
(though, perhaps, unusually stated) mO(C ;(/,) = (I>,L. V(L)),, where L is a generic linear 
form and Ii,, is the ordinary relative polar curve of L& and Teissier (see also Example 5.4). 
Let L = aw + bx -t- cy + dz, where we need to choose (a, b, c, d) generically. Then, 
I:,, is simply the line which is described parametrically by (w, x, y, z) = t(a, b, c, d), pro- 
vided that a2 + b* -I- c2 + d2 # 0. Therefore, we find 
mo(G& = (I;,,. ~(L))cl = 1. 
As there is the fundamental distinguished triangle 
0 + G,J, + @,@> --f &C’, --* 0 
and since characteristic ycles are additive over distinguished triangles, we deduce from the 
two calculations above that 
Of course, if we want the entire characteristic ycles of Ctcs,, $,a=‘,, and 4,C’,, we 
have a little more to write; each of these complexes is constructible with respect to the 
obvious Whitney stratification of V(f) given by 9’ := (V(f) - 0, O}. We will write 
mvtl, for the normal index to the stratum V(f) - 0. 
Then, clearly ~vcs,(Gc,,) = 1 and rnv,~,(4~@f) = 0. Thus, as above, 
QV(tirC’,) = mvcf,(Ctc/,) + mvcr,(&Gf) = 1. 
Hence, the characteristic ycles are 
CW;,,,) = C7%‘W + CTt,,,Ml 
and 
where we have written I’;,,, M for the closure in T*M of T:,,-,-,M. 
With the characteristics cycles above in hand, we are now ready to calculate the normal 
indices at the origin for the more complicated complexes on X = V(f; g): the complexes Ct, 
&@;c/,, and &t/$2. In each of these situations, we are considering g as a function 
restricted to V(f), where V(f) is endowed with the stratification Y above. 
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Looking at Corollary 4.6, we see that the fundamental problem in calculating the 
normal indices that we want is the problem of finding the symmetric polar curve 
?,‘,,(V(f) - 0) for a generic choice of the linear form I,. By Proposition 1.12, for generic L, 
f,‘,,(V(f) - 0) = r:,,(V(f) - 0). Throughout the rest of this example, we shall write 
simply r,‘,,(V(f)) in place of rj,,(V(f) - 0). 
Let L = aw + bx + cy + dz. From Remark 1.7, r,‘,,(V(f)) is obtained by considering 
the cycle defined by V(f, J3(f, g, L)) and then discarding any components contained in 
V(g). One easily calculates that 
J’(f, Js(f, g, L)) = V(w2 + x2 + yz + z2, y(ax - bw), z(ax - bw), 
w(dyy - CSZ) + a(6 - y)yz, x(dyy - CSZ) + b(6 - y)yz) 
where we have used that y, 6 # 0. Unfortunately, V(f, J3(f; g, L)) certainly has components 
contained in k’(g); in fact, XX = V(w2 + x2, y, z) c V(f, J3(f, g, L)). We must dispose of 
these bad components. 
We alter the generators of V(f, J3(f, g, L)) slightly by subtracting the third generator 
from the second and writing the variety as 
V(w2 + x2 + y2 + z2, (y - z)(ax - bw), z(ax - bw), 
w(dyy - chz) + a(6 - y)yz, x(dyy - c6z) + b(6 - y)yz). 
This description of V(A J3(f, g, L)) has the advantage that if one considers only the (y - z) 
factor in the second generator and leaves all the other generators the same, then one obtains 
V(w2 + x2 + y2 + z2, y - z, z(ux - bw), 
w(dyy - CSZ) + a(6 - y)yz, x(dyy - c6z) + b(6 - y)yz) 
which is completely contained in the set V(g) = V(yy2 + 6z2) for generic (a, b, c, d) (specifi- 
cally, we need to have (a2 + b2)(S - y)” + 2(dy - ~6)~ # 0). 
Since ri,,(V(f)) is obtained from V(f, J3(f, g, L)) by disposing of components con- 
tained in V(g), the last paragraph tells us that we may throw away those components 
coming from the (y - z) factor in the second generator. Hence, ri,,(V(j)) can be obtained 
from 
V(w2 + x2 + y2 + z2, ax - bw, z(ux - bw), w(dyy - CSZ) + a(6 - y)yz, 
x(dyy - c6z) + b(6 - y)yz) 
by throwing away any components till remaining in V(g). 
But this last variety is easily seen to equal 
V(w2 + x2 + y2 + z2, ax - bw, w(dyy - chz) + a(6 - y)yz) 
if a # 0, and then one sees that there are no components remaining in V(g). Therefore, we 
finally arrive at an equality of cycles 
1-,‘,,(V(f)) = V’(w’ + x2 + y2 + z2, ax - bw, w(dyy - c6z) + a(6 - y)yz). 
Since V(w2 + x2 + y2 + z2, ax - bw, w(dyy - c6z) + a(6 - y)yz) is a complete inter- 
section defined by homogeneous polynomials, and since g and L are each homogeneous, 
. 
trivial to calculate the intersection numbers (ri,,(V(f)). V(g)), and 
&: l;v(f)). v(L)) ,--one simply multiplies the multiplicities of all of the polynomials 
together. Therefore, we find (r,‘,&‘(f)). V(g)), = 8 and (rj,,(V(f)). V(L)), = 4. 
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At last, we are in a position to apply the last two formulas of Corollary 4.6 to find: 
%(Gcr,) f &(C=’ IV(.f,sJ = m”cs,(~G;cf,)(re’,~(v(f)). IV)), 
pfzo(~&/@lf) = @lWfGf) + mvtf,(~f@2)t(r,‘,,tvt~)). V(d)@ - (r,‘.dw))* ho). 
Combining these with our earlier calculations, we find: 
m&G) = 3, ~(~~~~~~~) = 5 and ~~(~~~~~~) = 6. 
As before, to calculate the entire characteristic ycles of C>, &6=;tfjr and (p,+f@b, 
there is more work to be done. 
Certainly, the normal index to the smooth stratum for Ci is equal to 1; however, some 
calculation must be done for the normal indices to the one-dimensional singular strata 
comprising XX - 0. In addition, 4s@;(sJ and $,+,a=‘, are supported on XX and so we 
need the normal indices to the strata comprising CX - 0 for these complexes also. 
These indices are calculated by taking a normal slice at a point on each stratum-this 
reduces one to the isolated point-stratum case, which can be handled via Corollary 4.6. In 
our present example, this leads to a fairly trivial situation, for at points of XX - 0, V(f) 
itself is smooth and so a normal slice reduces one to the case of an isolated affine 
hypersurface singularity (after an analytic change of coordinates). As this requires none of 
the machinery of this paper, we leave these remaining calculations as an exercise for the 
reader. 
6. QUESTIONS AND REMARKS 
One may well ask: why prove all of the results of this paper using the generality of 
hypercohomology? We have several reasons for this. 
First, it is important to be able to use intersection cohomology coefficients. We did not 
give a complicated example of this, for such an example would occupy many pages all by 
itself. 
Secondly, hypercohomology is useful for inductive applications of our results. For 
instance, Corollary 4.4 concludes something about the iterated vanishing cycles (p,ctfF’, 
Even if F’ is the constant sheaf, the stalk cohomology of 4,+,F’ is not easily expressible in 
terms of ordinary relative cohomology. In particular, the normal indices of the sheaves of 
nearby cycles and vanishing cycles seem to be important algebraic data to associate to an 
analytic function. 
Finally, it takes no extra effort to prove the statements with complexes of coefficients. In 
fact, our use of Lemma 3.1 in the proofs of Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 4.5 makes it easier to 
do the general case than the constant coefficient case. 
We have made a special point throughout this paper not to write 
(K(G). V(f) - V(Q))0 
in place of 
(I$(&). V(f)), - (i=;,,(SJ V(Q),. 
This is because we believe that the former expression would lead one to believe that the 
cycle V(f) - V(L) is somehow important-this is not the case. 
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Consider, for instance, the affine hypersurface case; in this case, we know that 
and the cycle V(aflaL) is the important thing. 
In the general case, we would also like to replace the V(f) - V(L) with a single 
non-negative cycle, as one can do in the affine hypersurface case. At least one advantage to 
such a presentation would be to make it clear that this intersection umber is non-negative; 
that this is true for generic L follows from [39], which tells us that for L generic enough, 
f;,,(S,) is reduced and (?i,,(S,). V(L)) o is actually the multiplicity of f:,L(Sa) at the 
origin. 
Our proof of what the exponents k, are in Theorem 3.2 is extremely roundabout. It 
seems as though it should be easy to prove directly that the number non-degenerate critical 
points which occur on each stratum in the proof of Theorem 3.2 is given by 
(i’;,,(&). V(f))0 - (~;,,(s,)~ V(L)),. 
We could find no such proof. Such a proof would not significantly reduce the length of this 
paper since the determination of the k, follows quickly once one has Theorem 4.2. However, 
it would be aesthetically pleasing to know that a direct calculation of the k, is possible. Also, 
such a calculation might provide an answer to our previous question of how to replace 
V(f) - V(L) with a single non-negative cycle. 
Finally, we wish to indicate where this work is leading. 
Suppose 8% is an open neighbourhood of the origin in C”+ ’ and that we have a family of 
analytic functions ft : (%, 0) + (C, 0) such that, for all t, dim,, Cft = 0, i.e. we have a family of 
isolated affine hypersurface singularities. Then, if the Milnor number of f; at the origin, 
pO(ft), is independent of t, the homotopy-type of the Milnor fibre off; at the origin is also 
independent of t. 
This last statement is tautologically true if one’s definition of ,uO(fr) is that it equals the 
number of spheres which are wedged together in the homotopy-type of the Milnor fibre of 
fr at the origin. However, if one defines the Milnor number as 
Pi = dim, 
then suddenly the statement that the constancy of the Milnor number implies the constancy 
of the homotopy-type of the Milnor fibre becomes much more interesting; it becomes 
a statement that some effectively calculable algebraic data controls some topologi- 
cal/geometric data. 
This is the general type of result that we are looking for, and this paper provide the basic 
results connecting algebraic data with the topological/geometric data given by the hyper- 
cohomology of the Milnor fibre with coefficients in an arbitrary complex of sheaves. 
For example, let X be an analytic subspace of some open neighbourhood of the origin 
in @“+ ‘. Assume 0 E X. Let Y = {S,} be a complex Whitney stratification of X, and let 
F’ be a bounded complex of sheaves of Z-modules which is constructible with respect 
to .Y. 
Let ft : (X, 0) + (C, 0) be a family of analytic functions such that dim0 ZYh = 0. Then, 
Theorem 3.2 says that, if we require 
(%,L(Sar). I%))0 - (E.&Y I/‘(L))0 
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to be independent oft for all S, # (0) (where L is a generic linear form which depends on Y, 
but not on F’), then the stalk cohomology of the sheaf of vanishing cycles of F’ along 1; at 
the origin is independent oft. This is a generalization of the p-constant result given above. 
In analogy with the result of LC and Saito [25] on Thorn’s af condition for p-constant 
families, we fully expect the constancy of 
to imply al conditions of some form 
However, we are not restricting our future research to studying families of generalized 
isolated singularities. In [31-331, we develop and explore the Le cycles of an analytic 
function, f; on affine space where f is allowed to have a critical locus of arbitrary dimension. 
Using these L& cycles, we are able to generalize many results which were previously known 
only for isolated hypersurface singularities. In particular, we give algebraic data-the L& 
numbers-such that the constancy of these data in a family implies the constancy of the 
cohomology of the Milnor fibres and implies the aS condition holds. 
In [34], we set up the general framework which generalizes the Lc? cycles to a collection 
of data associated to an arbitrary bounded, constructible complex of sheaves. However, the 
generalization given in [34] is in non-algebraic terms, and so is not terribly useful for 
calculations. 
This present paper supplies the algebraic bridge between our work on affine hypersur- 
face singularities and our abstract generalization to the vanishing cycles of a complex of 
sheaves along a function on an arbitrary analytic space. A large number of very general 
results should follow. 
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